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What readers are saying about Elda Minger's romance novels:
"She has a writing style that makes you feel as if you are right there and REALLY know the characters!!!"
(ibuginvirginia)
"I've always loved Elda Minger's books, and this one was wonderful . . . it touched me." (Betsy from the
Burbs)
"I fell in love with these characters. This was such a good story that I couldn't put it down. I had to know
what happened!" (Chris from Pasadena)
**********
Ever After is the story of Tara McFadden and Sam Henderson. Tara comes home to the small Illinois town
of Lake Annie to lick her wounds after losing her job. What she doesn't count on is seeing her lover from the
past, Sam Henderson.
Sam and Tara have a complicated past. But Sam's focused on the present and the future -- his future, with
Tara. She left town the last time, but if Sam has his way, this time she'll choose to stay.
**********
What reviewers have to say about Elda Minger's romance novels:
"Filled with humor and warmth . . . a romance guaranteed to tickle your funny bone and brighten your day."
(Romance Reviews Today)
"Warmhearted and delightful . . . a very special treat." (Romantic Times)
"Sexy, fun, light entertainment." (All About Romance)
* * * * * Watch for my newest romance novel, Loving Lucas, Available April 2012. * * * * *
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From reader reviews:
Vickie Reed:
Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Yeah, you
can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a move,
shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book titled Ever After? Maybe it
is to be best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time together with your favorite's
book, you can better than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have additional opinion?

Carol Anthony:
Now a day individuals who Living in the era where everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources inside it can be true or not call for people to be aware of each information they get. How people
have to be smart in obtaining any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book. Examining
a book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Ever After book since this book
offers you rich information and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred % guarantees there is no
doubt in it you probably know this.

Angela Thomas:
This book untitled Ever After to be one of several books that best seller in this year, honestly, that is because
when you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this particular book in
the book retail store or you can order it by means of online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you easier to read this book, since you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no reason
to your account to past this reserve from your list.

Joyce Washington:
The particular book Ever After has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of
advantage. The book was written by the very famous author. This articles author makes some research just
before write this book. This particular book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after looking
over this book.
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